Hierarchical classification for KEGG pathways
Supplementary Figure 3 . Pathway classification in PaintOmics 3. Using the filtering tools, we can exclude from the results pathways that are not interesting for our specific study.
Multi-omic pathway-based visualization
The pathway visualization main panel is interactive. By clicking on any of the pathway features a floating window appears with complete multi-omics data in the form of a heatmap and offering cross-references to public databases. By clicking on Show details , the Feature Set Overview panel (Supplementary Figure 4) also shows this detailed information. This allows, for example, to readily access additional regulatory data such as the sets and values of microRNAs or transcription factors associated to the gene. Moreover, KEGG frequently includes more than one gene in the same feature box, that might represent paralogues or protein complexes. The feature floating windows indicates this multiplicity and allows navigating through the different elements of the feature box.
Finally, Settings button allows the user to control the appearance of the painted diagram, adjusting colors, scales and selecting the omic type to be displayed.
Supplementary 
USE CASE
Cacchiarelli's data
The Cacchiarelli' study (1) includes transcriptomics (RNA-seq and small RNA-seq), methylation (RRBS-seq) and region-based histone modification (H3K4me3 ChIP-seq) data taken at different time points after reprogramming. To build our example we selected time points with data for all omic types: hiF-T (human inducible fibroblasts-like cells), day 5, day 10, day 24, day 24* (cells reprogrammed for 20 days in doxycycline followed by 4 days without doxycycline), and hIPSC-T (human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells).
Data pre-processing RNA-seq and miRNA-seq. Non-expressed genes in all conditions were removed and TMM (Trimmed Mean of M-values) normalization (2) was applied.
Methyl-seq. CpG sites with missing values were removed. Remaining CpG sites were associated with RGmatch tool (3) to the closest genes. For each gene, we selected CpG sites in its promoter region (1 kb upstream the transcription start site) and averaged their methylation values.
ChIP-seq. We obtained consensus peaks across all six conditions included in the dataset by merging overlapping regions with at least one shared nucleotide and computing the widest intersecting range. For each time point, the presence/absence of the consensus region was coded by 1 or 0 respectively.
Paintomics input data
The hiF-T sample was taken as the initial time point to calculate a log2-fold change for the rest of time points, replacing zeros with a convenient value to avoid indeterminations.
Exceptionally for ChIP-seq data, "fold-change" value was defined for each time point as 1 if the peak was found at that time point but not in the reference, 0.5 if found in both, 0 if not found in any of them, and -1 if only found at the initial time point.
Relevant features were considered those with an absolute log2-fold change higher than 5 at any of the time points for RNA-seq and ChIP-seq, and higher than 10 for methylation. We obtained 15% relevant genes for RNA-seq, 58% relevant miRNAs and 12.4% relevant genes for methylation. For ChIP-seq, we selected as relevant peaks those including a "fold-change" value of 1 or -1 in at least 3 time points, which resulted in 24% of relevant peaks. The miRNA-gene association file for human was obtained from miRWalk2.0 (4) and PaintOmics 3 miRNA matching tool was set to only keep pairs with correlation lower than -0.3. PaintOmics 3 processing of H3K4me3 at the Region based omic tool was set to retain peaks at promoter regions defined as 1.5 kb upstream transcription start sites. Figure 5 . Results for the PaintOmics pathway enrichment analysis for Cacchiarelli's data. A total of 323 pathways were initially reported, but some pathway categories were excluded as they were irrelevant for the present study. Thus, 199 pathways were tested for enrichment and 25 of them were considered to be significantly enriched by the combination of all the omics (p-value < 0.05). The enriched pathways are ordered by combined p-value. Upper positions correspond to the most significant pathways. A color scale is used to highlight the level of enrichment for each pathway where the higher the intensity of red, the higher the significance. Gray cells indicate that the corresponding omic data type is not present in the pathway.
